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BIOGRAPHY FOR JEN GOTTLIEB

With 14 seasons as a co-host of VH1’s That Metal Show and an acclaimed starring role in the national 
Broadway tour of The Wedding Singer under her belt, Jen Gottlieb is no stranger to the stage. Now, 
she’s teaching others how to become the star of their own show. 

Jen collaborates with life and business partner Chris Winfield to deliver Unfair Advantage Live, a 
program that gives ambitious entrepreneurs an all-access pass to the couple’s extensive circle of media 
contacts. 

Jen herself regularly appears on the likes of CBS News, PBS’s Life and Living with Joanna Gagis, and 
Good Morning Washington, and she’s frequently featured in publications like Shape, Self, Women’s 
Health, and Thrillist.

Drawing on her vast media network and her background as a high-profile coach and publicist, Jen helps 
UAL’s aspiring business leaders make the connections they need to go from FOMO to famous — fast. 

When she’s not making media magic at UAL, Jen runs a successful editorial photography company 
called JLG Productions. Thanks to her lifelong passion for health and wellbeing, she’s also enjoyed a 
career as a fitness and nutrition coach to Manhattan’s celebrity and business elite.

JOINT BIOGRAPHY FOR CHRIS WINFIELD & JEN GOTTLIEB

Publicity experts Chris Winfield and Jen Gottlieb teach ambitious entrepreneurs how to gain an “unfair 
advantage” in the media. Drawing on their years of industry experience and insider connections, they 
empower people to take charge of their own media strategy and go from FOMO to famous — fast! 

Known as the “Super Connector” for his uncanny ability to create career-defining connections, Chris 
works with life and business partner Jen to deliver Unfair Advantage Live (UAL).  

At this unprecedented networking event, Chris and Jen connect entrepreneurs directly with their 
extensive network of media power players. Together, they’ve grown UAL from a one-day to a three-day 
event and added the signature year-long Unfair Advantage Accelerator (UAX) program.

UAL attendees get a masterclass in media strategy, publicity, and relationship-building, along with 
face-to-face introductions to producers and editors from America’s top media outlets. 

UAX offers members the opportunity to work directly with Chris, Jen and their team of world-class 
publicity strategists to take their media profile stratospheric — or have it fully managed for them. 

Both programs help talented entrepreneurs to go from their profession’s ‘best-kept secret’ to respected 
experts and industry leaders, securing media opportunities everywhere from Entrepreneur and INC. to 
NBC and the New York Times.

Chris began his own career in digital marketing and SEO, but by 2013 it was painfully obvious that a life 
spent behind the computer screen had left him feeling disconnected and adrift. 

A minor career crisis and a major epiphany later, Chris set out on an experiment to meet a new person 
every day and forge a genuine connection. He developed this networking skill to such as extent that 
his friends would describe him as their ‘unfair advantage’, setting the stage for Unfair Advantage Live.



Today, Chris is also the editor-at-large for Ariana Huffington’s Thrive Global, columnist for TIME, Business 
Insider, and INC., and host of a show for Entrepreneur. He’s been featured in the Wall Street Journal, 
New York Times, NBC’s Today Show, USA Today, Fast Company, Forbes and over 200 other media 
outlets.

A former VH1 host and acclaimed Broadway performer, Jen is no stranger to media and publicity herself. 
In addition to collaborating on UAL, she regularly features in publications like Shape, Self, Women’s 
Health, and Thrillist, and appears on the likes of CBS News, PBS’s Life and Living with Joanna Gagis, 
and Good Morning Washington. 

Jen also runs JLG Productions, a successful editorial photography company, and has previously drawn 
on her lifelong passion for health and wellness to coach Manhattan’s celebrity and business elite.
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